
WHAT WE ARE WATCHING FOR:

THE VICE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE

On Wednesday, October 7th Senator Kamala Harris and

Vice President Mike Pence will meet on the debate

stage at the University of Utah, moderated by USA

Today Washington Bureau Chief Susan Page. This 90-

minute event will be the second of four debates

between the Biden/Harris Democratic ticket and the

Trump/Pence Republican ticket—and the only one

between the two VP candidates. As we’ve noted

previously, Kamala Harris is a groundbreaking candidate

as the first woman of color to be on a major party

presidential ticket. Here’s what we’ll be watching for

during this historic debate:

https://www.genderontheballot.org/quick-facts-on-kamala-harris/


HANDLING A CRISIS

The Covid-19 pandemic, racial justice uprisings, and

environmental emergencies from hurricanes to wildfires

are top of mind for many Americans. We know from our

research that it’s very important for a woman candidate to

show she can handle a crisis—and that women have to do

more to prove their qualifications to voters than men.

We’re eager to see how Pence and Harris each address

our current moment of overlapping crises.

CONTRASTING WITH OPPONENTS

Our research shows that voters expect

more from women candidates in terms of honesty and

ethics. Women in fact pay a higher price for contrasting,

or “going negative” against adversaries, even though

politicians must illustrate differences with an opponent.

Harris’s debate choices about challenging Pence, and any

critiques of her style of doing so following the debate,

could demonstrate this “ethical pedestal.”

https://www.barbaraleefoundation.org/research/rising-to-the-occasion/
https://www.barbaraleefoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Essential-Guide_20th-Anniversary.pdf


STRENGTH VS. TOUGHNESS

We know from our research that likeability is

non-negotiable for women. It is important for women seeking executive

office to demonstrate strength, but seeming too tough can jeopardize

likeability. Voters will vote for a man they do not like, but will not do the

same for a woman—making likeability a potential debate consideration

for Harris more so than Pence. Voters evaluate a woman’s clothing, hair

style, and tone of voice. Confidence is key for women candidates when

establishing likeability with voters, who assess a woman’s confidence

within 30 seconds.

DEMONSTRATING QUALIFICATIONS

More than two decades of our research shows that women face

higher standards from voters when they seek executive office—

including the need to prove their qualifications (which are assumed

for male candidates). And, a woman hasn’t yet occupied the Vice

Presidency. If a woman is going to be a top decision maker in

government—the tie-breaking vote in the Senate and a heartbeat

away from the presidency—voters need to be that much more

convinced she is qualified. We expect the debate to touch on

qualifications for both candidates, who are running for the second

highest office in the land and particularly for Harris.

https://www.barbaraleefoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Essential-Guide_20th-Anniversary.pdf
https://www.barbaraleefoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Essential-Guide_20th-Anniversary.pdf
https://www.barbaraleefoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Essential-Guide_20th-Anniversary.pdf


WHY IT MATTERS

Voters link a strong debate

performance with electability,

according to our electability study.

While this debate is one of four

matchups between the two major

party tickets for the 2020 Presidency,

we expect the Pence-Harris exchange

to be influential, and we’ll be

watching closely for the major

takeaways.

https://www.genderontheballot.org/gotb-electability-2020/

